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- the strange existences described by Cuvier enjoyed life

dur-ingthe earlier ages of the Tertiary. As we descend towards

the present state of things, and lands and seas approximate to

their existing relations, the geographic data become more

certain. One side of the globe has, we find, its vanishing

continent,-the other its disappearing ocean. The northern

portion of our own country presents almost the identical outline

which the modern geographer transfers to his atlas, save that

there is here and. there a narrow selvage clipped off and given

to the sea, and that while the loftier headlands protrude as far

as now into the ocean, the friths and bays sweep further inland:

but in the southern part of the island the map is greatly differ

ent; a broad channel sweeps onwards through the middle of

the land; and the Highlands of Wales, south and north, exist

as a detached, bold-featured. island, placed half-way between

the coasts of England and Ireland. I found it exceedingly

pleasant to lie this day on the soft short sward, and look down

through the half-shut eye, as the clouds sailed. slowly athwart

the landscape, on an apparition of this departed sea, now in sun

shine, now in shadow. Adventurous keel had never ploughed

it, nor had human dwelling arisen on its shores; but I could see,

amid its deep blue, as the light flashed out amain, the white

gleam of wings around the dark tumbling of the whale and the

grampus: and now, as the shadows rested on it dim and

sombre, a huge shoal of ice-floes came drifting drearily from the

north,- the snow-laden rack brushing their fractured summits,

and the stormy billows chafing angrily below.

Was it the sound of the distant surf that was in mine ears,

or the low rhoan of the breeze, as it crept through the neigh

boring wood? 0, that hoarse voice of Ocean, never silent

since time first began, -where has it not been uttered! There

is stillness amid the calm of the arid. and. rainless desert, where
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